Mathew & Jennifer

Our Story
We met in an unconventional way. In January 2009, Jennifer was out for her
birthday with friends and a mutual friend had invited Mathew out, as well. Over
the course of the night Mathew had stated that he and his friends would play
Yahtzee most nights and that Jennifer and her friends should join. Being the
skeptic that Jennifer is, she told Mathew that she didn’t believe him but that
she would come play a game of Yahtzee. Lo and behold they did play and
from that day forward she and Mathew were inseparable.
We have been together since January
2009 and have created a wonderful life.
Although we have been in a committed
relationship for 7+ years, we decided it was time to solidify our relationship and we were married in October 2016. Through the course of the
years our family has grown and our lives have changed. We welcomed
our first son in November 2009 and he is a kind hearted and gentle soul.
Many years later we were pregnant again and our second son was born
in December 2013 at 28 weeks old. We were able to spend eight days
with him before his passing. Our greatest desire in life is to be able to
grow our family.
Our son cannot wait to be a BIG brother; we are very open with him
about our adoption process and answer any questions that he has. He
has told us that he cannot wait to have a brother or sister to be able to spend time with and teach him or her
about toys, games, and all the fun things we enjoy as a family.
We have been able to create a strong foundation for our family through determination and supporting each other.
Mathew has worked in the food industry for 10+ years, as a Chef, and Jennifer has worked in Human Resources
for 12+ years. Both Mathew’s and Jennifer’s jobs provide financial security which allow them to not only be able to
provide the necessities but gives them financial freedom to be able to go on vacations, go to the movies/dinner/concerts,
all the while allowing us to create lasting memories.

About Us

Mathew

Favorites...

Season: Fall (I love watching trees lose their leaves and
wearing comfy hoodies in the chilly weather)
Holiday: Halloween (I have always liked the fun that kids
have on Halloween. The excitement of getting dressed up and
seeing all the fun costumes)
Vacation: Orlando (There is so much to do!)
Food: Filet mignon, scallops or mac and cheese
TV Show/Movie: X-files, CSI, and documentaries
Hobbies: Canoeing and biking

Jennifer
Season: Fall (I love the cool nights that allow us to open
the windows, fall candles, and having fires in the evening)
Holiday: Halloween
Vacation: Gatlinburg (I love being up in the mountains)
Food: Mexican (I could eat chips and salsa all day!)
TV Show/Movie: The Notebook
Hobbies: Bowling, reading, and watching TV shows
with Mathew

More about us...
Mathew

by Jennifer
Oh, where do I even start to describe Mathew? He is a very charming
individual and always seems to be able to make me laugh even when I
may be upset with him. When they say, opposites attract that couldn’t be
a truer statement. Mathew is very laid back, doesn’t sweat the small stuff,
and always reminds me that things will work out (even if it wasn’t how we
had planned). I could not imagine sharing my life with anyone but him. We
have overcome a lot of things as a couple and it has made our bond stronger. He works hard to provide for our family and even though I may not say
it enough I truly appreciate him. I cannot wait to start this next part in our
journey with him welcoming a new addition to our family!

Jennifer by Mathew

Jennifer is definitely the yin to my yang. She is extremely focused in everything that she pursues and always achieves her goals. As I tend to do things
more impulsively and in more of a free-spirited manner, it is really helpful to
have her by my side to remind me to stay focused on our larger goals for
our family. She is by far the best thing that has ever happened to me. Whenever I get upset or frustrated she always comforts me and brings me back to
reality. We both work in demanding fields and it is great to know that when I
come home she will be there to spend the evening with me and unwind.

Our home

Our home is a ranch style with
3 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms, and
a fully renovated basement. We
chose this home because it is in the same development as
Jennifer’s parents and it is within walking distance to their home.
We live in a diverse neighborhood and we have two parks within
the development and are within a 10-minute drive to the nearest amusement/water park, restaurants, shopping centers, and
walking trails. Although we may live in a subdivision you have the
country vibe because a lot of the area is still farmland and you can see horses outside of our
back window!
Our backyard is a nice size that allows us to be able to enjoy the space. During the summer months,
we have cookouts where our friends and family will come over and we play cornhole, socialize, and
listen to music. During the cooler months, in the evenings, we will have fires and can stargaze and
listen to the sounds of nature.

Our family & friends
Jennifer’s family is relatively small but we are very close with them.
Jennifer’s parents have been married for 35 years and she has a younger
sister. We spend a lot of time with them and we enjoy having Friday night
pizza and movie nights, celebrating the holidays together, and they are very
supportive of us and family oriented. We can always count on them when
we need them.
Mathew’s family is rather large and we don’t see them as often because
they live 4 hours away. We make it a point to go up to celebrate holidays
and when we are unable to make it up we will Skype. Mathew has an older
sister and a younger brother. His older sister has 2 children (Mathew’s
nephews) and his younger brother has three children (Mathew’s nieces).
His family is very close and whenever we are visiting his siblings, their kids,
cousins, their spouses, and family friends will be over to the house.
Both of our families are very excited about our adoption journey and they
ask us questions along the way to show that they are interested and want to
hear/learn more about the process. They are very supportive of our decision
to adopt and are looking forward to welcoming a new family member!
We also have a very close group of friends that we have in our lives. 		
Through our relationship Mathew’s friends have become Jennifer’s friends
and vice versa. Most of our friends either have children of their own or they
are expecting. It will be nice to continue and grow our relationships with
our friends as we enter new phases in our lives such as parenting together.
Even though some of our friends live in different states, we make it a point
to see them or talk with them, as much as possible.

Mathew’s family

Matching pajamas fun
with the family!

Annual Christmas Eve celebration
at our house!
Our son, Jennifer’s dad, and sister
are celebrating the Fourth of July!

Jennifer’s aunt and uncle
at a family get together

Mathew’s mom, stepdad, and
friends visiting from out of town

Jennifer’s sister, brother-in-law, and nephew
enjoying a day on the water with family

Jennifer’s parents posing for the
obligatory Christmas tree picture
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Why Adoption?
After many years of waiting, multiple doctor’s appointments, and talks of infertility treatments,

all paths kept leading us to adoption. We know we want to expand our family and adoption will allow us

to fulfill our dream. We have many friends who have adopted and have been a great source of information for

us and have allowed us to ask whatever questions (no matter how big or small) without us feeling like we were
being intrusive. Adoption, for us, is a very special journey and we cannot wait to see where it takes us.

